
MimioFrame B78X / B87W / W87W / W78X / W78W
The MimioFrame touch board kit turns your conventional whiteboard into a 
touch board in. Using your existing classroom whiteboard, projector, and 
computer.

Create a touch board with ease using your conventional whiteboard. The MimioFrame tallows the teacher 
and multiple students to work together with Touch 360° interactivity.  
Students write and manipulate objects above, below, or parallel to one another with a smooth and consistent 
response—making collaborative learning at the front of the classroom a reality.  

 Engage multiple users in collaborative lessons or activities 
with 10 simultaneous points or 5 dual-touch points. 

 The frame installs directly onto your dry erase board using 
industrial strength tape—no drilling, no mess, and no losing 
valuable whiteboard space. 

 Includes the dynamic MimioStudio™ classroom software 
MimioMobile™ app, which together enable collaboration and 
assessment at the front of the room or on almost any device. 
Comes with three free MimioMobile connections.

 The lightweight kit design allows for r easy installation and 
75% less shipping costs than a standard touch board.
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Specifications

TOUCH INTERACTIVITY FOR LESS
16:10 ans 4:3 aspect ratio with touch-driven interactivity 
to engage multiple students for less!  

LEVERAGE YOUR CURRENT RESOURCES
Use your existing projector, classroom computer, 
and whiteboard with the MimioFrame to create a 
collaborative area.  

MULTIPLE STUDENTS COLLABORATING
With 10 touch points, you’ll enjoy true collaborative 
learning with 4, 6, or even 10 students working together     

MimioStudio software–so easy to use and 

engaging, your teachers will use it every day.
The MimioFrame touch board kit includes the dynamic MimioStudio classroom software. It 

connects the Boxlight products, so using other tools—from the document camera to the pen 

tablet—is quick and easy. MimioStudio software allows educators to create interactive lessons 

and collaborative activities, as well as perform real-time formative assessment. The software 

also opens other IWB activities, enabling educators to use the interactive content they already 

have. Take learning even further with our MimioMobile app, which brings group 

learning and collaboration to almost any device.

Lightweight frame easily attaches to your current whiteboard using the included industrial 
strength double-sided tape  

 Delivered in a small box weighing less than 9 lb
Includes MimioStudio lesson creation, collaboration, and assessment software

Model B78X B87W W78X W87W W78W
Screen size 78" 87" 78" 87" 78"
Resolution XGA WXGA XGA WXGA WXGA
Outward Color Black Black White White White
Touch Techology
Touch Point

OS Support

Infrared Touch 360°
10

- Windows7/8/10 - Mac OS X10.9~10.14 (single point only) - Android 2.2~4.2+
-ChromeOS - Linux Ubuntu10.04+, Fedora 10/20, OpenSuse 12.3, RedFlag 6.2


